
Measurement Data Measurement Data

Remarks

Additional 

Brush/ Sweep Court

Chapel Cathedral

Royal/ Monarch Watteau

WHR* #DIV/0!

#N/A
*CIR= Circumference (around the body) *WHR=Waist Hip Ratio *BMI= Body Mass Index *Shoes=On the day of the shoes

Cloest Size US UK EUR

JUSERE Wedding & Evening Dress Co., LTD Bust Size #N/A #N/A #N/A

www.jusere.com Waist Size #N/A #N/A #N/A

0086-0512-65562678 ext. 8004 Hip Size #N/A #N/A #N/A

*Please double check the measurement if you got the suggested size in wide difference

Measurement Alarm
08-15<=25 Some Problems Have been Detected with The Bust(08) or Waist(15) Measurement. Please Double Check.

17-15<=40 Some Problems Have been Detected with The Hip(17) or Waist(15) Measurement. Please Double Check.

08-07<=4 Some Problems Have been Detected with The Bust CIR*(08) or Upper Bust CIR*(07) Measurement. Please Double Check.

08/01<=3.01&>=2.25Some Problems Have been Detected with The Bust CIR*(08) or Neck CIR*(01) Measurement. Please Double Check.

08/04<=2.89&>=2.13Some Problems Have been Detected with The Bust CIR*(08) or Shoulder Width  Back (04) Measurement. Please Double Check.

08/13<=2.72&>=1.96Some Problems Have been Detected with The Bust CIR*(08) or Armhole CIR* (13) Measurement. Please Double Check.

21/14>=2.36Some Problems Have been Detected with Height without Shoes*(21) or Sleeve Length (14) Measurement. Please Double Check.

Some Problems Have been Detected with The Shoulder to Waist (06) Waist to Hem (19) or  Shoulder to Hem (20) Measurement. Please Double Check.

Measure around the full

part of your bust and

straight across your

back keeping the tape

a little loose for

comfort. Kindly wear a

bra when you take this

measurement. Be

aware that wearing no

bra versus a strapless

or regular bra can

make quite a difference

in measurements.

08. Bust CIR*

24.

Train

 Option

Customized Train Length: 

21. Height without shoes*

Extending

approximately 60 inch

(152 centimeter) behind

the waist . This train

can be used at most

ceremonies as well,

bust may by a hassle

at outdoor weddings,

such as those held on

grass or at the beach.

This train extends

approximately 85 inch

(215 centimeter)

behind the waist, and

will require assistance

to keep in order,

especially during the

ceremony and pictures.

This train can be the

same length as the rest

of the gown so that it

falls straight down to

the ground, or it can

extend out behind for

more dramatic.

It barely "brushes" the

ground behind the dress,

adding a modest amount

of volume to the back of

the dress. Approximately

55 inch (140 centimeter)

behind the waist.

The chapel train extends

about 65 inch (165

centimeter) from the

waist, making a

significant statement

without the grandeur of

the longer trains.

This train extends

beyond 120 inch (300

centimeter) from the

waist, spanning the aisle

as walk toward the altar.

#DIV/0! BMI* #DIV/0!

Measure around your

mid-waist, 3" below

your waist.

Measure around your

arm under the armpit

Measurement from

shoulder tip to desired

end point of sleeves.

Measure from bust

point to bust point.

Please measure

midpoint of your

shoulder, over the

fullest part of your bust

to hem or desired end

of dress with shoes*.

20. Shoulder to

Hem

16. Mid Rise CIR*

Wrap it so that it rests

just under the bust,

where the bra band

would sit.

Stand straight and

breathe out normally;

don’t suck in your belly.

Position a tape measure

at the narrowest point

between your lower rib

and the top of your hip

bone, or at the midpoint

in between. It should be

snug but not compress

the skin. If you can’t find

the narrowest point (it

may be difficult if you’re

very overweight),

measure just above your

belly button.

Pleasure measure from

midpoint of your

shoulder to bust points.

14. Sleeve Length

/for sleeves

04. Shoulder Width

Back

/not for strapless

Pleasure measure from

midpoint of your

shoulder to waist.

Measure From center

front neck (hollow) to

your desired neckline.
02. Neck Opening
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13. Armhole CIR*

/for sleeves

Measure from waist to

hem or desired length

with shoes*.

Measure from shoulder

tip around the armpit all

the way to starting point.

17. Hip

Measure around 7" to

9"(17.8cm to 22.9 cm)

below your waist or

around the fullest or

widest point of hip.

19. Waist to Hem

15. Waist CIR*

Figure

06. Shoulder to

Waist

(front)

03. Shoulder Front

/not for strapless

05. Shoulder to

Waist

(back)

Measure from midpoint of

your shoulder to waist.
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07. Upper Bust CIR*

09. Under Bust CIR*

11. Shoulder to Bust

Point

Your upper bust is the

area right below your

armpit and above the

fullest part of your bust.

10. Bust Point

Distance

12. Bicep (Upper

Arm) CIR*

/for sleeves

Remarks

Centimeter/KG

Unit:Customized Service Measurement Guide V1.7

Suggested US Size

18.Upper Knee

CIR*

 / for mermaid

Place feet together and

sit down, around the

upper knee loosely.

22. Height with shoes* 23. Weight

Measure from shoulder

tip to shoulder tip.

Measure from one

edge

of the shoulder to the

other, across back

(taken at back).

01. Neck CIR*

/ for high neck

Measure around the

neck.

Figure Remarks
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